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PREFACE
Woman's contribution which forins an integral part of any economy is often
underestimated and discriminated in different forms in many respects. Many a time
th~

contribution of women is either not given due attention. or marginalized while

formulating socio-economic development plans. Being characterized by tradition of
sex discrimination and social stratification, the Indian women also occupy a place
subordinate to men in many occasions, though they contribute lot in agriculture and
allied activities either as cultivators or agricultural labourers. The situation in this
respect in Assam in general and Barpeta District of Assam in particular is also no less
true. Though female cultivators and agricultural labourers form the largest part of
female main workers, their work force participation rate is low· and their level of
living is also very poor. In this work an effort is made to access the role of female
cultivators and agricultural labourers in agriculture and allied activities and to present
the various dimensions of their socio-economic conditions of Assam in general and
Barpeta District_ in particular. With a logical research framework and based on
secondary and primary data, the main six analytical chapters' of this work are devoted
to the analysis of socio-economic background of rural women of Assam, nature of
economic activities of rural women of Assam, role of rural women in agriculture and
allied activities, composition of income and consumption and economic conditions of
female cultivators and agricultural labourers. The final chapter synthesizes the whole
work along with an appraisal of the contemporary position of women population in
Assam and a few suggestions for their quality improvement.
I have great pleasure in acknowledging the help, guidance and cooperation
received by me from severaHndividuals and institutions/organizations while carrying
out the present research work. Firstly, I offer my gratitude and indebtness to Dr
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Sanchari Roy Mukherjee, Professor of Economics, North Bengal University for her
inspiring guidance and constant supervision in every step of this work. I am grateful
to Dr K.K. Bagchi, Professor of Economics, North Bengal University for his
inspiration and valuable comments in carrying out this work.
I place on record my thankfulness to the concerned officials of the Registrar
General; India; New Delhi, State Census Directorate of Assam, Directorate of
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Economics and Statistics; Assam, Directorate of Handloom and Textiles; Assam and
Block Development Office situated at various places in Barpeta District of Assam for
having readily provided various data p.ertaining to my research work. I also thank the
Library Assistants of North Bengal University, Womehs' Studies Research Centre;
North Bengal University, Gauhati Univ~rsity, North-Eastern Council; Shiliong and
Tribal Research Institute; Guwahati for. their help and cooperation while consulting
the library materials.
I shall remain thankful to all the respondents ·from . whom I selected for
household survey for their whole hearted help and cooperation. Though it is hardly
possible to mention here the names of all those individuals who have helped me in
smooth conduct of my field work in different parts of Barpeta District of Assam, I
remember with appreciation the selected group of students of the Department of
Economics ofBarnagar College; Sorbhog;.Assam for their assistance in field survey.
I shall fail in my duty if I do not acknowledge the authors and researchers

! whose valuable contributions are referred in my wor~ have immensely helped me in
formulation and analysis of the problem under study in a proper perspective.
I am delighted to express my sincere gratitude to my mother .and parent in-law
for their encouragement and goodwill towards successful completion of my work. I
find no appropriate words to express my wann appreciation to my wife Dhira who
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always stood behind me as the source of immense strength and inspiration for timely
completion of the work.
Last but not the least; I extend my thanks to Mr. Nikhilesh Das and Mr.·
Diganta Barman for shouldering _the responsibility of bringing out this work within a
short span oftime.
At the erid, I shall feel delighted if I learn that this work is useful. to at least
a
.
few researchers. I sincerely look forward to constructive criticisms and suggestions
from the learned scholars for necessary improvement in future.
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